
THE CONCEPT





THE BEST PERSONAL 
TRAINER IN THE WORLD 
ISN’T A PERSON. 
IT’S PENDEX. 

See, the problem with even the best trainers 
is that they’re only human. Fortunately, 
Pendex isn’t. 

Instead, each Pendex machine has advanced 
sensors that precisely measure the exerciser’s 
motion and tell the user how to better perform 
the exercise. All in real time. No human can 
even begin to approach that. 

And, as you’ll see, that’s just the beginning of all 
that Pendex does to make every Pendex 
machine the world’s best personal trainer. 

So why offer clients one trainer when Pendex 
gives them an entire team? 

At each Pendex machine. 



 These are the autochthonous deep muscles in the back, hips, shoulders, knees, elbows and waist, as well as the major arm and leg joints 
— all vital in strengthening the body’s deep core.

 Other systems focus only on cardio-fitness or building larger muscles and completely miss activating the essential deep core.

A major strength that only the Pendex system offers is activating the body’s Deepest SuperCore — the vital 
core muscles other machines can’t reach. 

 Pendex allows any user to follow a step-by-step approach to gradually restore and improve the biomechanics of the body for a harmonious 
and symmetrical movement, such as walking and running.

 While strengthening all segments of the spine and ending lower limbs, waist and upper body, the new fitness environment created by 
Pendex is also safe and injury-free, so Pendex is for everyone. 

The exercises are highly intuitive, extremely efficient, very effective, and remarkably enjoyable. So virtually anyone, 
in any shape, can use — and benefit from — Pendex.

 Personal training is expensive. Pendex offers solution of scalable guided training where machines replace 1-on-1 costly model.
 From checkup to training to results.
 Delivers measurable outcome training.
 Compliance monitoring for rehab and physio.
 Same machines perform assessment and create training programs as well as report on results of both.

Pendex won’t make personal trainers obsolete. But it does mean you’ll need far fewer of them.

 It senses and monitors their every action in minute detail.
 It guides the exerciser through the workout and every movement.
 All while instantly displaying feedback on how to enhance their performance.
 The real time feedback and reporting motivates the user to improve their movement patterns.

Each machine, multiple functions: Assessment. Training. Reporting. 



THE TECHNOLOGY





THE MOTION SENSORS 
ON EVERY PENDEX 
MACHINE ARE SO 
ADVANCED AND 
ACCURATE, THEY’RE 
USED TO GUIDE SPACE 
LOADS INTO ORBIT!

Pendex is the one-of-a-kind system that works 
for everyone, no matter their age, gender, 
physical condition or goals. It knows who’s using 
it, and everything about who’s using it, so it can 
create, measure and report on a uniquely 
customized training routine, just for that 
individual and only that individual. 

It shows precisely what needs improvement, and 
precisely how to achieve it. Remarkably, the more 
they use pendex, the more customized their 
workout becomes, which actually increases the 
rate of their progress. 



 Load cells for real time balance and weight distribution monitoring.
 System can take up to 300 readings per second from all sensors. 
 Augmented feedback means we tell what, how and how much to do, real time. On screen.
 We analyze real time data from each movement of each exercise and adjust programs based on how you perform.

Because the feedback is total, instantaneous and displayed on the screen, the user knows exactly what to do based 
on what he just did. (Yes, we agree, it’s amazing.) 

 Internet of Things Technology keeps all the information in the cloud,. 
 Admin app on a special tablet PC (included) that allows to enroll, monitor users of a gym, from 1 to 500 at the same time.
 Users can call for assistance from the machine screen by pressing call button.
 NFC personal Authentication tags for each user issued straight from the tablet PC.

The Administrative App is every bit as impressive as the machines are. 

OUR GENIUS TECHNOLOGY IS MUCH SMARTER 
THAN SMART TECHNOLOGY



PENDULUM EXERCISES
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 A person, "inserted" into in the machine receives correct guidance determined by the pendulum movement vector, limiting and defining 
the perfect angles, the correct load, and range of motion.

 Pendulum is providing a Friction-Free training environment with Variable Load (you push only as much as you can and there is no 
minimum or maximum limit).

 Pendex Pendulum machines provide a variety of workout modes - Concentric, Eccentric, Isometric. 
 Pendulum movement is precisely described by mathematical formulas. A person on a pendulum through his muscle work distorts the 

movement of pendulum allowing us to capture the magnitude and type of distortion and derive many parameters such as range of 
motion, smoothness (lack of jerk), balance, symmetry and strength. 

Pendulum training machines are a direct analog to the pendulum-lever anatomical 
structure of the human body. 

WE DON’T MAKE EXERCISE MACHINES.
WE MAKE THE WORLD’S BEST 
PERSONAL TRAINERS.

And Pendex is a totally turn-key program that unlocks unlimited revenue potential,  because each 
of the twelve machine acts like a group of skilled personal trainers.



THE BUSINESS OF PENDEX





WITH PENDEX, 
A SINGLE 
PROFESSIONAL 
CAN SUPERVISE UP TO 
TWELVE USERS 
AT THE SAME TIME. 

(You’re already calculating the savings, right?) 

That’s because, each machine acts like a group 
of highly skilled personal trainers — without your 
needing to have a single human trainer with the 
exerciser. But like any trainer, the Pendex 
machine greets the user by name. However, 
there the similarity ends. That’s because every 
Pendex machine knows more, does more and 
achieves more for each of your clients. 

All while earning you more income and 
lowering costs. 

So the fiscal benefits of installing a Pendex 
system are just as impressive as the physical 
benefits it provides to your clients. 



 Impressive revenue generator: up to 200 sessions a day serviced 
by 1 or 2 staff on 12 machines.

 Training, installation and ongoing support.
 Pendex invites distributors to work with offering lucrative 

commission structure as well as an ongoing revenue from EaaS 
(exercise as a service) payments.

It would not be inaccurate to refer to pendex machines 
by another name: Cash machines. 

 Pendex is a turn key solution. Its installation is as easy as a 
fridge - put in place and plug into the socket. With access codes 
machines come online and system is live. 

 Pendex is a exercise as a service model that ensures that all 
programs are analysed in real time, updated and all information is 
kept in HIPAA compliant secure environment.

Greater productivity. Fewer supervisors. More profit per 
square meter. All of which makes pendex the ideal system 
for gyms, hotels, spas and corporate environments. 
And for your wallet. 

To learn more about how simply ingenious Pendex can benefit your company, please email our Director of Sales & Marketing, 
at sales@pendex.com. Thank you, and we look forward to introducing you to the world’s best personal trainer.



THE TRAINERS





Maximizes the efficiency and core strength 
of the pelvis-spine vertical motion.

Pendex Pelvis
/Spine Trainer

PM200

Maximizes the efficiency and core 
strength of the lower spine.

Pendex Lumbar 
Spine Trainer

PM850

Develops optimal coordination among the 
body’s core posterior sector components.

Pendex Shoulder/Spine
/Pelvis Trainer

PM230

Enhances the symmetry and balance 
of the lower body with the pelvic arch.

Pendex Pelvic 
Support Trainer

PM250

Facilitates the proper wave-like motion 
of the pelvis and shoulders.

Pendex Torso 
Trainer

FL300

Develops the anchoring stability and 
strength of the spine.

Pendex Spinal 
Stability Trainer

DR100





Improves and enhances the full motion and 
coordination of the back’s anterior sector.

Pendex Total Spine 
Trainer -- Anterior

RS220

Increases the strength and coordination 
of the torso, pelvis and legs.

Pendex Torso/Pelvis
/Legs Trainer

RS750

Improves and enhances the full motion and 
coordination of the back’s posterior sector.

Pendex Total Spine 
Trainer -- Posterior

RS230

Improves pelvis arch mobility and 
spinal stability.

Pendex Torso 
Engagement Trainer

SN900

Optimizes the symmetry, coordination 
and strength of the arms and upper body.

Pendex Lateral 
Shoulder Trainer

OP110

Optimizes the symmetry, balance and 
strength of the arms and upper body.

Pendex Shoulder 
Arch Trainer

OP410



pendex.com


